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ABSTRACT: Hydrogen production via water electrolysis with renewable
electricity as input will be crucial for the coming defossilized energy age. Herein,
we report an anion exchange membrane electrolyzer using Fe-doped Ni
hydroxide as an anode catalyst that is on par with proton exchange membrane
electrolyzers in terms of the performance, 2 A cm−2 at 2.046 V and 50 °C. We
found that Fe doping stabilizes the α-Ni(OH)2 phase, which is key to ensure the
fast Ni(OH)2/NiOOH redox transition and the subsequent fast reaction between
Ni3+/4+ and the electrolyte (OH−), resulting in the excellent oxygen evolution
reaction activity of Fe-doped Ni hydroxide. Spin-polarized DFT + U
computations reveal that the local arrangement of Fe3+ with Ni3+/4+ plays a
crucial role in enabling the high OER activity on the (001) facet of this anode
catalyst.

KEYWORDS: AEM electrolysis, Fe-doped Ni hydroxide, OER activity, fast kinetics, stabilization of α-Ni(OH)2 phase,
DFT + U computation

1. INTRODUCTION

Rising awareness of the adverse impacts of climate change is
accelerating efforts toward a defossilized and renewable energy
infrastructure. In this context, different scenarios are
considered to meet ambitious targets for the reduction and
elimination of CO2 emissions. Hydrogen will be indispensable
as a carrier and storage medium for renewably generated
electricity, and it will have to be produced in large amounts
through water electrolysis. Proton exchange membrane (PEM)
electrolyzers could provide sufficient performance and
durability, but their deployment at the required scale fails
because of the scarcity of platinum group metals (PGM) that
they need as electrocatalysts.1,2 Conventional alkaline electro-
lyzers (AEL), on the other hand, are lacking in operational
flexibility hindering both from multimegawatt scale installation
at a low cost.
Recently, the development of anion exchange membrane

(AEM) electrolyzers that could combine advantages of both
PEM and AEL systems has gained significant traction.3 Vincent
et al.4,5 evaluated different AEMs and studied the effect of
adding different supporting electrolytes (KHCO3, K2CO3, and
KOH). The best performance was achieved for 500 mA cm−2

and 1.95 V at 60 °C with 1% K2CO3 electrolyte when using the
Tokuyama A201 membrane, CuCoOx, and Ni/(CeO2-La2O3)/
C as anode and cathode catalyst, respectively. Chen et al.6

demonstrated the possibility of achieving 1.0 A cm−2 at 1.57 V
and 80 °C in an AEM electrolyzer when NH3/H2-treated and
subsequently anodically oxidized Fe-NiMo was employed as an
anode catalyst. With a feed of deionized (DI) water, Fabbri et
al.7 reported a high cell performance at 200 mA cm−2 using a
flame-sprayed Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3‑δ anode catalyst as op-
posed to commercial IrO2. More recently, Li et al.8 showed the
effect of electrode binders on the cell performance, using a
quaternized polystyrene electrode binder and PtRu as a
cathode catalyst, and reported a high current density of 2.7
A cm−2 at 1.8 V and 85 °C, but durability remains a challenge.
In spite of significant progresses recently made, AEM
electrolyzers need further advances in terms of performance
and longevity to achieve readiness for a megawatt-scale
deployment. This requires selection, design, and optimization
of component materials, electrode structure and composition,
membrane structure and properties, as well as furthering the
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understanding of the electrocatalytic processes on those
platinum group metal (PGM)-free anode and cathode
catalysts.
The anode catalyst is of utmost importance in this context,

as the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) accounts for the major
proportion of irreversible voltage losses in the AEM cell.9 Fe-
doped Ni oxyhydroxide is one of the best-performing PGM-
free OER catalysts under such conditions.10 It has long been
known that Fe incorporation into Ni-based OER electro-
catalysts, either intentionally via doping or incidentally as an
impurity, can dramatically increase their OER activity.11,12

However, the modifications in the surface electronic structure
and the reaction mechanism as a result of Fe incorporation that
are deemed responsible for the observed activity have
remained elusive and controversial.12−20

In this work, we fabricated an AEM electrolyzer with an in-
house made Fe-doped Ni(OH)2 precursor phase (denoted as
Ni(OH)2-Fe), which, under anodic polarization, transforms
into a highly active Fe-doped NiOOH anode catalyst (denoted
as NiOOH-Fe). In terms of activity and performance stability,
our electrolyzer has demonstrated promising progress toward
PEM-based systems. The cell was operated at a constant
current density of 1 A cm−2 and 50 °C for around 500 h
without noticeable degradation, indicating a promising step
toward industrial requirements. We have used pure Ni(OH)2
as a benchmark for quantifying the activity enhancement upon
doping with Fe. On top of that, efforts were made to untangle
the high OER activity of Ni(OH)2-Fe using various character-
ization methods and DFT + U computations. Through various
ex situ and in situ characterization methods, theoretical
calculations, together with the validation of Ni(OH)2-Fe in a
technical AEM electrolyzer reactor, this study provides a
comprehensive approach toward understanding Ni(Fe)-based
oxyhydroxide as an OER electrocatalyst, suitable for use in the
AEM electrolysis technology.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Material Preparation. Both catalysts Ni(OH)2 and Ni-

(OH)2-Fe are prepared via an electrodissolution−precipitation
approach, similar to the one reported by Jung and co-workers.21 In
an electrochemical cell, a metal wire was taken as the anode, NiFe
wire (NiFe 70/30 alloy wire, diameter 0.9 mm, Scott Precision Wire)
for Ni(OH)2-Fe, and Ni wire (Goodfellow metals, diameter 0.5 mm,
purity > 99.99%) was used for Ni(OH)2. Pt foil (6.28 cm2) was used
as the cathode, and the electrolyte was 0.03 M NaCl (Merck, purity ≥
99.5%; Fe impurities ≤ 0.0001%) solution. To avoid the Fe
contamination for Ni(OH)2 to our best possible extent, high-purity
Ni wire and NaCl salt, as well as ultrapure water, were used for the
synthesis. For both catalysts, the dissolution of metal wires and
subsequent precipitation were driven by a Metrohm Autolab
PGSTAT302N potentiostat under galvanostatic mode with a current
density of 0.1 mA cm−2; meanwhile, the NaCl electrolyte was stirred
with a magnetic stirrer bar at 200 rpm. The dissolution−precipitation
time for each sample lasts 80 h, and the precipitates were rinsed using
plenty of ultrapure water and finally collected by centrifugation, and
then dried at 60 °C in air overnight.
2.2. Physical Characterization. 2.2.1. X-ray Powder Diffraction

(XRD). Both Ni(OH)2-Fe and Ni(OH)2 powders were characterized
by X-ray diffraction (D8 Discover GADDS diffractometer equipped
with a VÅNTEC-2000 areal detector). The measurements were
carried out in reflection mode in four frames with θ1 = θ2 (180 s per
frame, starting with θ = 12°) and a step size of 2θ = 23° by applying a
tuned monochromatic and parallel X-ray beam (Cu Kα). The
accelerating voltage and tube current were 45 kV and 0.650 mA,
respectively.

2.2.2. Ultrahigh-Vacuum X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
(UHV-XPS). Ni(OH)2-Fe and Ni(OH)2 powder samples were placed
between two Au foils and pressed at ∼50 MPa into a pellet. The
pellet, attached to one of the Au foils, was mounted on the XPS
sample holder and transferred into the UHV system (Thermo
Scientific ESCALAB 250) with a base pressure of 1 × 10−9 mbar. The
samples were exposed to nonmonochromated Al Kα X-ray radiation
(Thermo Scientific XR4, 300 W). The lenses of the hemispherical
electron energy analyzer were set to analyze an area of 0.8 mm2.
Spectra were energy-calibrated with reference to the Ag 3d3/2 signal of
a clean etched silver surface. The signal deconvolution and
quantification were carried out using Unifit 2016 and tabled atomic
photoionization cross sections.22,23 A pure NiO reference (Sigma-
Aldrich) was investigated in the same manner.

2.2.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). SEM analyses of both
Ni(OH)2-Fe and Ni(OH)2 were performed by employing a Zeiss
ULTRA plus microscope with Charge Compensation. Secondary
electrons were collected to probe their morphologies, the accelerating
voltage was 2 kV for Ni(OH)2-Fe and 3 kV for Ni(OH)2.

2.2.4. Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM).
STEM imaging and EDX mapping were performed using a
JEOL2100F, Cs-corrected microscope at the probe level and
operating at 100 kV. The resolution in STEM imaging was 0.15
nm. The EDX mapping was acquired thanks to an SDD Jeol detector,
with a detection surface of 60 mm2 and with a 0.2 nm spatial
resolution.

2.2.5. Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA). Both Ni(OH)2-Fe and
Ni(OH)2 samples were characterized by thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA, Netzsch Jupiter 449C) in flowing Ar atmosphere (30 mL
min−1) with a heating ramp rate of 5 °C from 30 °C to 1200 °C; at
the same time, thermogravimetric and differential scanning calori-
metric (DSC) data were recorded.

2.3. Rotating Disk Electrode (RDE) Measurements. Cyclic
voltammetry and scan rate dependence of the redox peaks were
conducted in a standard three-electrode cell at 25 °C. All parts of the
cell that were in contact with the electrolyte were made from PTFE,
and all remaining parts were made from Pyrex glass. Pt wire and Hg/
HgO/0.1 M NaOH were used as the counter electrode and the
reference electrode, respectively. The electrode potential was
converted to the RHE scale.

Glassy carbon RDE with 5 mm diameter coated with a catalytic ink
was used as the working electrode. GC was polished with alumina
paste (down to 0.05 μm) prior to each measurement.

The catalytic ink was prepared by the following procedure:
calculated amounts of powder (either Ni(OH)2-Fe or Ni(OH)2) and
Sibunit Carbon were mixed and ground together with a 1:1 oxide/
carbon ratio. Then, a required amount of ultrapure water was added
and the mixture was ultrasonicated for 30 min. Prepared ink was drop-
cast onto the surface of GC three times to obtain 15 μg cmgeo

−2

hydroxide loading. After the layer was dried, 2 μL of OH−-modified
dilute Nafion solution24 was added on top to provide the ionomer
loading of ca. 1.3 μg cm−2.

Electrochemical measurements were performed using an AutoLab
PGSTAT302N potentiostat equipped with an analog scan generator.
N2-saturated 0.1 M NaOH was used as the electrolyte. Electrolyte
resistance between WE and RE was determined with EIS (measured
in the 1−100 000 Hz range). The obtained value of 33 Ω was used for
the iR correction. The rotating speed was set to 1600 rpm to remove
O2 bubbles from the surface of the WE. First, 5 CV scans in a wide
range from 0.9 to 1.6 V vs RHE were performed to identify the
voltage range with redox peaks (i.e., 1.2−1.5 V vs RHE) and stabilize
the electrode. Second, the voltage range was set to 1.2−1.5 V vs RHE
and four consecutive CV scans were recorded for each scan rate (from
5 up to 1000 mV s−1). The fourth scan for each scan rate is plotted in
Figure 2B,C.

2.4. Cell Measurements. The cell measurements were conducted
in a homemade AEM electrolyzer with an active area of 4 cm2. Both
bipolar plates (BPP) are made of stainless steel (316L) without flow
field. On both anode and cathode, it comprises two gas diffusion
layers (GDL): the stainless steel gradient porous metal framework
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(GPMF, 4.25 mm thickness and 1.199 ± 0.002 g cm2 area specific
weight, MeliCon GmbH, Germany) is served as the first GDL, and
closely attached to BPP, the second GDL is previously rolled Ni foam
(thickness 0.5 mm) which is placed between the dense side of GPMF
and membrane. The AEM used in the tests is Tokuyama A201
membrane (thickness in dry form: 28 μm; Tokuyama Corporation,
Japan). The ion exchange capacity (IEC) for A201 membrane is 1.8
mmol g−1, the water uptake is 30%, and the ion conductivity in
HCO3

− form is 12 mS cm−1.25 Ni(OH)2-Fe synthesized in this work
was taken as the anode catalyst with a loading of 4 mg cm−2, while
Raney NiMo with a loading of 25.2 mg cm−2 was used as the cathode
catalyst that is in situ formed from NiAlMo powder (Ni-Al-Mo: 39/
44/17; grain size: ∼45 μm; H.C. Starck GmbH, Germany). On both
cathodic and anodic catalytic layers, multiwall carbon nanotubes
(CNTs, BAYTUBES C 70 P, Bayer MaterialScience AG) were added
as additives to enhance the electroconductivity, and the loading is 6
mg cm−2 for both sides. The ionomer used for the measurements is
Sustainion XA-9 Alkaline Ionomer (5% in ethanol, Dioxide
Materials), and the ionomer ratios for cathode and anode are 17%
and 30%, respectively. The electrodes were prepared via the catalyst-
coated substrate (CCS) approach, and the blended inks were coated
on the above-mentioned second GDLNi foamand dried at 60 °C
in air overnight. Hot press was not applied on forming the electrode
membrane assembly (MEA).
Once assembled, the cell was mounted onto a house-built

electrolyzer test station, which was controlled by LabView software.
First, the cell was activated at room temperature with a current
density of 25 mA cm−2 for 24 h, followed by a second phase activation
with an increased current density of 100 mA cm−2 for another 12 h.
Afterwards, the cell temperature was increased to 50 °C and the
current density was increased to 1 A cm−2 for constant operation. The
entire test was uninterrupted except that the current−voltage (i−V)
curves were measured after 85 h operation and at the end of the test
(486 h). During the durability test, the feeding stock 1 M KOH was
completely replaced with freshly prepared solution every 72 h.
2.5. DFT + U Computations. Spin-polarized DFT + U

calculations were performed with VASP.26,27 The ionic cores were
represented by projector augmented waves (PAW).28 Kohn−Sham
one-electron wave functions were expanded in a plane-wave basis set
with an energy cutoff of 500 eV. Electronic exchange and correlation
effects were incorporated within the generalized gradient approx-
imation (GGA), using the PBE exchange−correlation functional.29

The DFT + U method has been employed to account for the strong
correlations of d-electrons of Ni and Fe atoms. We used the approach
by Dudarev et al.30 with effective Hubbard Ueff parameters (U−J) of
5.5 and 3.3 eV for Ni and Fe, respectively, which was calculated using
linear response theory31 by Li and Selloni.32 A geometry relaxation for
bulk NiOOH was performed with a 6 × 6 × 2 Monkhorst−Pack k-
point mesh33 and a force threshold of 0.05 eV Å−1. For geometry
optimizations of the extended surface models, we used 4 × 4 × 1 k-

points. Additional computation details are given in the Supporting
Information.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To target a low-cost water electrolyzer, all components consist
of PGM-free materials. Highly porous Raney NiMo formed
from NiAlMo powder is used as a cathode catalyst. Tokuyama
A201 with a thickness of 28 μm is employed as the membrane.
Ni(OH)2-Fe nanopowder is used as the anode catalyst. It was
synthesized via electrochemical dissolution−precipitation and
possesses a flake-like morphology. In this study, 30 wt.% Fe
dopant was selected to have the highest OER activity.12,19 The
other parts at anode and cathode are identical, Ni foam serves
as the current collector, GPMF made of stainless steel (SS) as
a gas diffusion layer, and an SS plate without flow channel was
used as BPP. Once the AEM cell was assembled, an activation
procedure (see the SI) was carried out to form the Raney
NiMo cathode. Subsequently, the cell was set to 1 A cm−2 at
50 °C and constantly operated for 486 h, feeding 1 M KOH
solution to both anode and cathode. The performance stability
is shown in Figure 1A, where cell voltage is plotted versus
operation time. The cell voltage did not exhibit any noticeable
increase during the duration of this test. The current−voltage
(i−V) curves shown in Figure 1B were measured up to 2 A
cm−2 after 85 hrs operation and at the end of the test (486
hrs). First, the overlapped i−V curves together with the stable
cell voltage vs time reveal the high-performance stability of the
configured cell, demonstrating its capability for long-term
operation at 1 A cm−2.9 Second, the achieved cell performance
is close to the performance of state-of-the-art PEM
demonstrators.9,34 Using the NiFe anode and the NiFeCo
cathode in the AEM electrolysis concept, Kaczur et al. achieved
a cell voltage of 1.9 V at 1 A cm−2 and 60 °C.35 Koshikawa et
al. also reported an AEM electrolysis cell test using NiFe-
LDH/KB anode; an excellent cell voltage of 1.59 V was
recorded at 1 A cm−2, but the cathode contained Pt/C catalyst
with 1.3 mg cm−2 loading and the cell was operated at 80 °C.36

It is worth noting that during the first 80 hrs, the cell voltage
experienced a slight increase followed by a gradual decrease
until it reached a stable value. This observation might be
attributed to a breaking-in period of the cell as well as to the
cathode aging effect because of the dissolution of residual
molybdenum not incorporated into an alloy phase in the
Raney NiMo electrocatalyst,37 whereas the NiOOH-Fe OER
catalyst is considered structure-stable as a function of time.12

However, regarding the lifetime-performance assessment, one

Figure 1. Cell performance with long-term performance stability (A) and current−voltage (i−V) curves after different operation times (B) of an
AEM electrolyzer using Ni(OH)2-Fe and NiMo as the anode and cathode catalyst, respectively; operation temperature: 50 °C; feedstock: 1 M
KOH.
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should note that 486 hrs electrolysis operation was carried out
at constant current density, which is less stressful than dynamic

operation conditions.38 Therefore, the performance stability of
AEM electrolyzers in various scenarios is to be further

Figure 2. Electrochemical characterization using rotating disk electrode: (A) CVs for Ni(OH)2-Fe and Ni(OH)2 in 0.1 M NaOH at 10 mV s−1;
scan rate dependence of the Ni(OH)2/NiOOH redox peaks of (B) Ni(OH)2-Fe and (C) Ni(OH)2 (current is normalized to the scan rate); (D)
cathodic peak potential position (NiOOH → Ni(OH)2 transition) as a function of the scan rate for both samples; (E) scan rate dependence of the
peak currents; and (F) charge of the cathodic peak as a function of the scan rate for Ni(OH)2-Fe and Ni(OH)2. Catalyst loading: 15 μg cm−2.

Figure 3. Ni 2p photoemission spectra of pristine Ni(OH)2-Fe, Ni(OH)2, and NiO reference powders obtained under UHV condition (A); Ni L
edge (B) and Fe L edge (C) of Ni(OH)2-Fe under low-vacuum condition acquired from X-ray absorption measurements. Linear background was
subtracted, and intensities are normalized to the maximum intensity.
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investigated. In addition, carbon nanotubes were used in these
electrolysis cell measurements at both cathode and anode to
attain the electron conductivity of the catalytic layers needed
to demonstrate the target performance. For industrially
relevant operation times of >50 000 h, carbon components
may not be stable enough, requiring either carbon-free anodes
or demonstration of stability on such time scales.
Further efforts were devoted to understand the anode

Ni(OH)2-Fe catalyst and specifically the role of the Fe dopant.
For this purpose, Ni(OH)2 is synthesized with the same
approach, and care is taken to avoid Fe contamination during
the preparation. Figure 2A shows the fingerprint cyclic
voltammograms (CV) of both Ni(OH)2-Fe and Ni(OH)2 in
0.1 M NaOH electrolyte, with the clearly observable
Ni(OH)2/NiOOH redox transition (see the inset of Figure
2A) for the Ni(OH)2 sample. In agreement with previous
publications,10,12,18,39 Fe doping leads to a positive shift of the
Ni2+/Ni3+(4+) redox peaks and a significantly higher OER
activity. Previous publications tentatively attributed these
changes to the charge transfer from Ni to Fe cations39 and
to the influence of Fe on the trigonal distortion of the
octahedral symmetry at the Ni centers.40 Since metal redox
switching is an essential step of the OER catalytic cycle,18,41−44

we studied the scan rate dependence of the Ni(OH)2/NiOOH
transition, for both samples, in a three-electrode cell with a
liquid electrolyte to gain insight into the influence of Fe doping
on its kinetics. Results are shown in Figure 2B,C for Ni(OH)2-
Fe and Ni(OH)2, respectively. As the anodic peak for the Fe-
doped sample overlaps with the OER current, in Figure 2D, we
compare the effect of the scan rate on the cathodic peak
potential for both samples. One may notice a significantly
smaller negative shift of the peak potential with the scan rate
for the Fe-doped sample, evidencing faster kinetics of the redox
transition, the latter underpinning its higher OER activity. In

addition, Figure 2E shows the influence of the sweep rate (υ)
on the anodic (only for Ni(OH)2) and cathodic (for both
samples) peak currents. The observed ip ∼ √υ dependence is
in line with the previous publications and confirms that the
Ni2+/Ni3+(4+) redox transition is coupled with the ion (H+45,46

or OH−46) transport in the Ni(OH)2 lattice. Furthermore, the
cathodic peak current is smaller for the Fe-doped sample and
shows a different slope confirming that the generated Ni3+/4+

species are consumed in the following step(s) resulting in the
oxygen evolution.47−50 Consequently, the cathodic charge is
also smaller for the Fe-doped sample (Figure 2F) and the
difference between the doped and undoped samples is
accentuated by the increase of scan rate (Figure S5, see the
SI), the latter confirming faster kinetics of this subsequent step
for the Fe-doped sample.
The pristine materials were analyzed using X-ray photo-

electron spectroscopy (XPS) under ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV)
conditions, to determine their surface composition and the
oxidation state of the elements. Figure 3A shows the Ni2p
spectra of Ni(OH)2-Fe and Ni(OH)2, andfor comparison
a NiO reference. The spectra have been fitted with five
components each, to deconvolute the main signal(s) between
850 and 862 eV, as the lower resolution of the measurements
prevents detailed distinguishing between the individual signals
of the frequently discussed multiplet structure of the Ni2p
photoemission signal. The interpretation of the main signals
follows the fundamental works of Grosvenor et al.51,52 The XP
spectra of both the Fe-doped and undoped samples correspond
well to those reported for Ni(OH)2, confirming the Ni2+

oxidation state,51,52 albeit the expected asymmetric envelope
for Ni(OH)2 could not be resolved. An additional Fe Auger
peak was observed in the Ni(OH)2-Fe sample at ∼889 eV,
while absent in the Ni(OH)2 counterpart, in agreement with
the spectral features of Fe2p electrons and Fe3+ oxidation state

Figure 4. X-ray diffraction pattern of the Ni(OH)2-Fe (A) and Ni(OH)2 (B) powder (blue lines and red lines correspond to the ICDD no. 00-038-
0715 card of α-Ni(OH)2 and ICDD no. 00-057-0907 card of β-Ni(OH)2); thermogravimetric analysis of Ni(OH)2-Fe (C) and Ni(OH)2 (D).
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(see Figure S9, SI). The Ni(OH)2-Fe sample was further
analyzed by the near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure
(NEXAFS) spectroscopy under low-vacuum condition (ca.
10−2 mbar). According to the spectral shape and peak position,
the Ni L edge shown in Figure 3B corresponds to Ni2+ while
the Fe L edge in Figure 3C to Fe3+, in line with the XPS
results.
The crystalline structure of the pristine samples was

determined with X-ray powder diffraction (XRD), the
diffraction patterns are shown in Figure 4A,B. It is interesting
to note that the Fe-doped and undoped samples crystallize in
different phases: α-Ni(OH)2 phase for the Fe-doped and β-
Ni(OH)2 phase for the undoped sample. Fe in the doped
sample does not appear as a separate phase, confirming that, in
agreement with the literature, Fe occupies Ni2+ lattice positions
in the α-Ni(OH)2 structure.18,19,53 This conclusion is also
confirmed by the elemental mapping shown in Figure 5 and
discussed below. While according to the Bode scheme of
Ni(OH)2/NiOOH the α-Ni(OH)2 phase is the initial
structure of Ni hydroxide,54 the β-Ni(OH)2 phase may be
ascribed to the aging effect due to the electrochemical
dissolution−precipitation method used to prepare the catalyst
that takes 80 hrs for each sample.45,55 Even though attention
was paid to avoid Fe contamination in the Ni(OH)2 sample
and neither XRD nor UHV-XPS provided evidence for the
presence of Fe traces, a tiny amount of Fe was still found by
inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry
(ICP-OES, see the SI) and scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM, Figure S10, see the SI). STEM/EDX
results indicate that contrary to the Fe-doped sample, the
unintentionally present Fe (which, according to the literature
data, is hard to avoid12,55) appears as a separated minority
phase in the undoped sample (Figure S10, see the SI).
Obtaining α-Ni(OH)2 is possible through three approaches

according to previous studies: (1) overcharge of β-Ni(OH)2
phase;54 (2) incorporation of anions into β-Ni(OH)2, e.g.,
SO4

2−;56 (3) partial substitution of Ni in β-Ni(OH)2 by
secondary metal, e.g., Co, Cd, or Fe.53,57,58 The first two
methods have been reported to yield a structure-instable α-
Ni(OH)2 phase in an alkaline medium that quickly aged into

β-Ni(OH)2
54,56 while secondary metal-doped α-Ni(OH)2 is

structure-stable.57,58 Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) in Ar
atmosphere were carried out on both Ni(OH)2-Fe and
Ni(OH)2; the results are shown in Figure 4C,D, respectively.
Ni(OH)2-Fe shows the typical α-Ni(OH)2 phase TGA
behavior;56 the adsorbed and a part of intercalated water
molecules in the interlayer spacing are removed below 160 °C,
followed by the second stage of intercalated H2O release in the
temperature interval from 160 to ca. 250 °C. At higher
temperatures, the phase transformation to NiO starts. An
overall water loss of 19.8% is recorded for Ni(OH)2-Fe. The
TGA behavior of Ni(OH)2 electrochemically synthesized in
this work is similar to the chemically synthesized catalyst by
Mani et al,59 both possessing the β-Ni(OH)2 structure.
According to TGA, all water molecules were removed in one
single step and transformation to NiO starts at 180 °C.59 For
Ni(OH)2, only 3.8% water loss was recorded. The significant
difference of the water content in the Fe-doped and undoped
samples implies the higher amount of H2O intercalation
between α-Ni(OH)2 slabs of Ni(OH)2-Fe, suggesting a
possibility that intercalated H2O molecule is another facilitator
that is relating to the kinetics of the redox transition and the
following chemical step leading to the excellent oxygen
evolution activity as discussed above. Further in situ measure-
ments and theoretical computation work are needed to validate
this hypothesis.
The morphologies of Ni(OH)2 and Ni(OH)2-Fe powders

analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) are
displayed in Figure 5A,B. Both samples show the flake-like
structurea typical feature of electrochemically prepared
Ni(Fe) hydroxides.12,39,60 Ni(OH)2 contains larger flakes,
while Ni(OH)2-Fe contains more shattered flakes with a
smaller size. The interplanar spacing in the layered structure is
determined from high-resolution transmission electron micros-
copy (HR-TEM) images shown in Figure 5C,D, as 0.43 ± 0.02
nm for Ni(OH)2 and 0.83 ± 0.07 nm for Ni(OH)2-Fe (see
intensity profiles in Figures S11 and S12 in the SI), which is in
good agreement with the (001) interplanar spacing of β-
Ni(OH)2 and α-Ni(OH)2,

61 respectively. These values are in
line with XRD analyses. The irregular layers indicate the

Figure 5. SEM images of Ni(OH)2 (A) and Ni(OH)2-Fe (B); bright-field HR-TEM images of Ni(OH)2 (C) and Ni(OH)2-Fe (D); BF-STEM
image of Ni(OH)2-Fe (E) and its corresponding element mappings of Ni (F), Fe (G), and O (H).
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turbostratic structure in both samples; for α-Ni(OH)2, it was
caused by the presence of intercalated water molecules in
between the Ni(OH)2 slabs, where H2O does not occupy fixed
lattice points. β-Ni(OH)2, being the product of the α-Ni(OH)2
phase aging, also forms a turbostratic structure. The results of
HR-TEM indicate that the outermost surface in both Ni(OH)2
and Ni(OH)2-Fe sample is dominated by the (001) plane,
suggesting the latter to serve as the active surface for the OER
catalysis. Figure 5E shows the bright-field STEM image of
Ni(OH)2-Fe and its corresponding element mapping of Ni, Fe,
and O are given in Figure 5F−H. Well-distributed Ni, Fe, and
O traces indicate that Fe is homogeneously incorporated into
the crystalline structure of Ni(OH)2-Fe, which is essential to
ensure its superior OER activity60 and, in our opinion, it is also
a key factor for maintaining the structure-stable α-Ni(OH)2
phase.
To identify the active site for the OER on the (001) plane

and rationalize the effect of Fe inclusion on the OER
mechanism and pathway, spin-polarized DFT + U computa-
tions were carried out for pure γ-NiOOH and γ-NiOOH-Fe
(see the SI for model systems and computational details). Even
though Ni3+/4+ were not observed by our in situ XAS
measurements (Figure S6, see the SI), which was explained
by its small quantity during the spectroscopic recording time
and the fast consumption by the following catalytic process,
these species are believed to play a significant role and were
confirmed by Görlin et al.18 Therefore, DFT was carried out in
different scenarios containing Ni3+, Ni4+, and Fe3+. Energy
diagrams for the OER on these surfaces were generated with
the computational hydrogen electrode (CHE) scheme.62 In
this scheme, the electrochemical potential of OH− in solution,
μOH−, at a given electrode potential can be derived as (see
details in the SI),

μ μ μ μ− = − +− eU
1
2OH e H O

0
H
0

RHE2 2 (1)

where μe is the electrochemical potential of the electrons, μH2

0 =

EH2
is the DFT-calculated energy of molecular hydrogen in the

gas phase, μH2O
0 is that for a single water molecule in the liquid

phase, and URHE is the electrode potential on the reversible
hydrogen electrode (RHE) scale.
We considered a widely accepted reaction pathway for the

OER, which under alkaline conditions proceeds via four OH−-
coupled electron transfer steps (although some publications
evidence contribution of a proton-decoupled electron transfer
step to the OER on NiOOH63):

+ * → * +− −OH OH e (step 1)

* + → * + +− −OH OH O H O e2 (step 2)

* + → * +− −O OH OOH e (step 3)

* + → * + + +− −OOH OH O H O e2 2 (step 4)

and involves three intermediates, OH*, O*, and OOH*. The
OER mechanism had been studied on the high-index facet of
γ-NiOOH-Fe(011̅2),19 and recently on the (001) facet of pure
β-NiOOH.64 On the (001) facet, the OER involves surface
deprotonation (step 2)a pH-dependent process that has also
been observed experimentally63and oxygen vacancy for-
mation (step 4), which follows upon desorption of molecular
oxygen from an active site. This mechanism is demonstrated in

Figure 6A. Next, the OER free energy diagram, as shown in
Figure 6B, was constructed by calculating the reaction energy

of each elementary step, ΔG, (see Table S2 for the values).
The thermodynamic overpotential, η, was calculated using62

η =
Δ Δ Δ Δ

−
G G G G

e
max( , , , )

1.23 (V)1 2 3 4

(2)

For the pure γ-NiOOH(001), an overpotential of 0.73 V was
obtained, which corresponds to the potential-determining step
(PDS) of OOH* formation. This relates to an active site with
two Ni3+ and one Ni4+ (see Figure 6C). This value is in
agreement with the reported overpotential of 0.75 V by
Tkalych et al.65 and 0.69 V by Govind Rajan et al.64 on β-
NiOOH(001) using the PBE + U (U = 5.5 eV) method. For
this surface, we also examined an active site with two Ni4+ and
one Ni3+ by removing an extra hydrogen atom from the
bottom of the surface (see Figure S2). On this site, the
thermodynamic overpotential was increased to 0.87 V.
Likewise, for the γ-NiOOH-Fe(001), two different surface

configurations were considered, as shown in Figure 6C. In the
first system, Fe3+ forms the active site configuration in the
vicinity with one Ni3+ and one Ni4+. In the second system, an
extra hydrogen atom was removed from the bottom of the
surface to form two Ni4+ in neighboring with Fe3+ (also, see
Figure S2). The oxidation states were confirmed by calculating
the atom-projected magnetic moment as well as the d-
projected density of states (see Table S1 and Figure S3). Next,
the reaction energies were computed for these two surfaces
and the OER energy diagram was constructed. Figure 6B
compares the pathways for these two systems. Although, in
both cases, charge transfer occurs from Fe3+ to the OER
intermediates (see Table S3 for the projected magnetic
moments), the local arrangement of Fe3+ with two Ni4+ leads

Figure 6. (A) Top view of the optimized structures for the OER
mechanism on γ-Fe0.25Ni0.75OOH (001). Gray, brown, red, and white
atoms represent Ni, Fe, O, and H, respectively. (B) Free energy
diagram of the OER on γ-NiOOH(001) with local arrangement of
Ni3+ with two Ni4+ (black), two Ni3+ with one Ni4+ (blue), and γ-
Fe0.25Ni0.75OOH(001) with local vicinity of Fe3+ with Ni3+ and Ni4+

(red), and that for local arrangement of Fe3+ with two Ni4+ (green).
(C) Representation of the active site of these systems and the
projected oxidation state for the case of OH*.
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to the lower overpotential of 0.57 V compared to 0.66 V for
Fe3+ in the neighboring of Ni3+ and Ni4+. This suggests that the
formation of Ni4+ for the γ-NiOOH phase and its combination
with Fe3+ plays an important role in the activity of the (001)
facet of γ-NiOOH-Fe.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, a high-performance AEM electrolyzer equipped
with Ni(OH)2-Fe anode is reported. The main aim was to
further our understanding of the excellent OER activity of Fe-
doped Ni hydroxide and the role of Fe. We found that the
(001) crystal plane is the dominating catalysis surface for the
OER in both Ni(OH)2-Fe and Ni(OH)2 samples, composed of
the α-Ni(OH)2 and β-Ni(OH)2 phases, respectively. Fe-
doping stabilizes the α-Ni(OH)2 phase, which is otherwise
structure-unstable and converts to the β-Ni(OH)2 phase upon
aging. The kinetics of the Ni(OH)2/NiOOH redox transition
was found to be faster for the Fe-doped α-Ni(OH)2 phase
compared to the β-Ni(OH)2 phase, which may be attributed to
the presence of water in the interlayer spacing and to the
ensuing structure flexibility of the α-phase. The subsequent
step of the Ni3+/4+ reaction with the electrolyte (OH−) is also
faster for the Fe-doped sample compared to the undoped one,
as evidenced by the scan rate dependence. Moreover, DFT + U
computations were carried out on the NiOOH-Fe(001) plane,
revealing that the local arrangement of Fe3+ with two Ni4+ on
an oxo vacant site on the (001) plane increases the OER
activity. These findings could serve as a guidance for further
advancing the anode catalyst of AEM electrolyzers.
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